
HISTORIC AND DESIGN REVIEW COMMISSION 
October 18, 2017 

HDRC CASE NO: 
ADDRESS: 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: 
ZONING: 

2017-515 
516 BROOKLYN AVE 
NCB 448 BLK 1 LOT E 60 FT OF W 225 FT OF 5 OR A6 SEVENTH 
ST FBZ T6-2, RIO-2 

CITY COUNCIL DIST.: 1 
APPLICANT: David Moreno 
OWNER: Laurence Seiterle 
TYPE OF WORK: Construction of an outdoor patio 
REQUEST: 

The applicant is requesting a Certificate of Appropriateness for approval to construct a parklet in the public right of way 
in front of the structure at 516 Brooklyn to feature outdoor seating.  

APPLICABLE CITATIONS: 

UDC Section 35-673 – Site Design Standards 

(i) Street Furnishings. Street furnishings are exterior amenities, including but not limited to, tables, chairs, umbrellas, 
landscape pots, wait stations, valet stations, bicycle racks, planters, benches, bus shelters, kiosks, waste receptacles and 
similar items that help to define pedestrian use areas. Handcrafted street furnishings are particularly important in San 
Antonio, and therefore this tradition of craftsmanship and of providing street furniture is encouraged.  
(1) Prohibited Street Furnishings in Riverwalk Area. The following street furnishings are prohibited within the publicly 
owned portion of the Riverwalk area, whether or not the property is leased, and on the exterior of the riverside of 
buildings directly adjacent to the publicly owned portion of the river:  
     A. Vending machines.  
     B. Automatic teller machines.  
     C. Pay phones.  
     D. Photo booths.  
     E. Automated machines such as, but not limited to, penny crunching machines, blood pressure machines, fortune-   
     telling machines, video games, animated characters and other machines that are internally illuminated, or have moving 
     parts, or make noise, or have flashing lights.  
     F. Inanimate figures such as horses, kangaroos, bears, gorillas, mannequins or any such animal, cartoon or human   
     figure. This section does not affect public art as defined in Appendix "A" of this chapter.  
     G. Monitors (i.e., television screens, computer screens, digital displays, and video boards) except those permitted as  
     part of a performing arts center digital display monitor pursuant to a specific use authorization.  
     H. Speakers, except those permitted as part of a performing arts center digital display monitor pursuant to a specific  
     use authorization.  
(2) Street Furnishing Materials. A. Street furnishings shall be made of wood, metal, stone, terra cotta, cast stone, hand-
sculpted concrete, or solid surfacing material, such as Corian or Surell. B. Inexpensive plastic resin furnishings are 
prohibited.  
(3) Advertising on Street Furnishings.  
      A. No commercial logos, trademarks, decals, product names whether specific or generic, or names of businesses and 
      organizations shall be allowed on street furnishings.  
      B. Product or business advertising is prohibited on all street furnishings.  
      C. Notwithstanding the restrictions above, applications may be approved for purposes of donor or non-profit  
      recognition.  
(4) Street furnishings, such as tables and chairs may not be stored (other than overnight storage) in such a way as to be 
visible from the river pathway. 

FINDINGS: 



a. The applicant has proposed to construct a parklet in the public right of way in front of the structure at 516 
Brooklyn to feature outdoor seating. The proposed seating area will feature approximately 50 feet in length and 8 
feet in width and will located in the street in the location currently used as street parking. The proposed parklet 
will not impede on the existing sidewalk. The applicant has noted that the entire parklet structure will be 
constructed to be removed if necessary.  

b. Regarding materials, the applicant has proposed to construct the seating area of a steel structure, have a canopy of 
perforated steel panels or fabric, walls of 2x6 lumber for screening, 2x6 wood decking and steel planters. Each of 
the proposed materials is consistent with the UDC Section 35-673.  

RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff recommends approval as submitted based on findings a and b. 

CASE MANAGER: 

Edward Hall 
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Streetside at The Brooklynite 

Streetside at The Brooklynite is a prototype “parklet” utilizing city street parking right of way 8’-0” x 57’-
8” in front of 516 Brooklyn Ave. It is based on numerous examples in cities across the country with 
particular reference to guidelines developed by the City of Austin.  

Designed with a minimum number of fixed connections to the street to facilitate future removal, if 
required, the project’s sub-framing consists of 2x6 treated lumber on adjustable, standoff pedestals, a 
system that allows drainage to flow both parallel and perpendicular to the curb. 2x6 stained lumber is 
also used in fabrication of the deck, flush with the curb, and the fixed benches that divide the project 
into five seating “pods”, each of which is partially buffered from the sidewalk by steel-clad planters 
approximately 3’-10” square. 

To provide a structural skeleton for shading materials and visual screening from the street, a series of 
steel angle frames will be constructed and attached to the deck/benches in such a way as to allow for 
easy removal. The steel angles also serve as “channels” for housing continuous LED rope lighting that 
will frame each seating area.  

At the street side, where they provide both a physical and visual barrier, and overhead, where they 
serve as shading devices, perforated steel sheets will span between the steel angle frames.  A slight 
outward bow in the installation of the sheets will provide structural rigidity and impart a sense of visual 
liveliness. (See attached materials for information regarding the panels themselves and for photos of 
similar, though larger scale, installations.) All steel will be painted. 

Steel planters to approximately 28” above the curb act as vehicular barricades at each end of the 
parklet; here and at the sidewalk they are intended to be planted with hardy, low-maintenance 
evergreen landscaping materials such as trailing rosemary.  (A watering spigot will be provided at the 
building itself.) A bicycle rack will also be instated to encourage use of the street and parklet by cyclists. 

  

 












































